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We present a novel high-precision two-way optic-fiber time transfer scheme. The Inter-Range Instru-
mentation Group (IRIG-B) time code is modified by increasing bit rate and defining new fields. The
modified time code can be transmitted directly using commercial optical transceivers and is able to
efficiently suppress the effect of the Rayleigh backscattering in the optical fiber. A dedicated codec
(encoder and decoder) with low delay fluctuation is developed. The synchronization issue is addressed
by adopting a mask technique and combinational logic circuit. Its delay fluctuation is less than 27 ps
in terms of the standard deviation. The two-way optic-fiber time transfer using the improved codec
scheme is verified experimentally over 2 m to100 km fiber links. The results show that the stability
over 100 km fiber link is always less than 35 ps with the minimum value of about 2 ps at the averag-
ing time around 1000 s. The uncertainty of time difference induced by the chromatic dispersion over
100 km is less than 22 ps. © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4900578]

I. INTRODUCTION

Fiber-optic transmission with its unique advantages, such
as broad bandwidth, low loss, isolation to electrical noise,
etc., is considered as a promising technique of high-precision
time transfer over long distance for many applications in-
cluding time and frequency metrology, navigation, radio
astronomy.1–4 Up to date, several time transfer schemes over
fiber link have been proposed. Rost et al.5 demonstrated a
two-way time and frequency transfer over a dark fiber using
the Pseudo-Random Noise (PRN) modulated time code. Al-
though the equipment and related techniques for the two-way
satellite time and frequency transfer (TWSTFT) can be used
directly, it is costly and involves complex encoding/decoding
processing because the TWSTFT modem employs code divi-
sion multiple access (CDMA) signals to overcome the lim-
itations of the satellite path on the stability and symmetry.
Smotlacha et al.6 demonstrated a two-way time transfer over
fiber link with a stability of about 100 ps at 1s by modulat-
ing the one pulse per second (1PPS) signal onto a subcar-
rier frequency (∼250 MHz). In order to recover the 1PPS
signal from the subcarrier precisely, processing such as car-
rier synchronization and modulation/demodulation is needed.
Krehlik et al.7 performed time and frequency transfer with
active stabilization of propagation where the 1PPS signal is
embedded into a 10 MHz or 100 MHz square wave by trig-
gering a violation on it and detected by a correlating process-
ing. A high-precision, bi-symmetric variable delay line with
large range has to be used to compensate the fluctuation of
fiber delay.

Compared to above time coding schemes, the Inter-
Range Instrumentation Group time code B (IRIG-B)8 with
its simplicity is widely used in the electric cable based time
transfer. Its bit rate is 100 Hz. Such a low bit rate prevents it
from being directly applicable to the optic-fiber based time
transfer due to the fact that most of the commercial opti-
cal transceivers have a lowest cut-off frequency higher than

100 KHz in order to suppress the noises in the low frequency
range. Furthermore, the crosstalk from the Rayleigh backscat-
tering in single fiber bidirectional transmission system will
become higher at low bit rate since the continuously backscat-
tered lights arrive at the transmitting end receiver almost in
phase, resulting in constructive interference.9 Accordingly,
the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the received signal will be
degraded, which increases the time jitter of received signal
and eventually affects the stability of the time transfer.10, 11

In this paper, we present a new scheme for high-precision
two-way optic-fiber time transfer. We modify the IRIG-B time
code first to make it suitable for direct transmission using
commercial optical communication transceivers. The modi-
fication also keeps the merits of the IRIG-B time code and
helps to decrease the effect of the Rayleigh backscattering on
SNR performance. Cost-effective dedicated codecs (encoders
and decoders) with low delay fluctuation are developed. The
proposed two-way optic-fiber time transfer scheme is veri-
fied experimentally over 2 m to100 km fiber links. The results
show that the proposed scheme can achieve time transfer over
100 km optical fiber link with a stability of less than 35 ps
in term of time deviation (TDEV). The reachable minimum
TDEV is less than 2 ps at the averaging time of about 1000 s.

II. TWO-WAY OPTIC-FIBER TIME TRANSFER SCHEME

The proposed two-way optic-fiber time transfer scheme
is shown in Fig. 1. At station A and B, the time scales
(1PPS) from local clocks, time information and the measured
time difference are encoded into the modified IRIG-B time
codes and transmitted to each other through a bidirectional
optical fiber link consisting of optical transceivers (O/E/O),
duplexers (optical circulators or wavelength division multi-
plexers), and fibers, etc. The 1PPS signal, time information,
and time differences are recovered from the received time
code by decoder at each station. The time difference between
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FIG. 1. The diagram of the two-way optic-fiber time transfer using the improved Codec scheme.

the recovered 1PPS signal and the local one are measured
by the time interval counter (TIC) at each station. According
to the principle of two-way time and frequency transfer,5, 12

the time difference between clock A and B can be expressed
as

�T = 1/2
{
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F − τBA

F

)

+(
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+ (
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where TAB(TBA) is the time difference measured by TIC A
(B); τAB

F (τBA
F ) is the propagation delay of optical fiber link

between two duplexers from A to B (B to A); τA
cod (τB

cod ) and
τA
Dec(τB

Dec) are the delays of 1PPS in the encoder and decoder
at station A (B), respectively. τA

T (τB
T ) is the time delay from

the output of the encoder to the output of the duplexer at sta-
tion A (B); τA

R (τB
R ) is the time delay from the input of du-

plexer to the input of decoder at station A (B); τA
MC(τB

MC),
τA
T C(τB

T C), and τA
RC(τB

RC) are the delays of the electric cable
between clock A (B) and TIC A (B), clock A (B) and encoder
A (B), decoder A (B) and TIC A (B), respectively.

The bidirectional delay difference of optical fiber link in
Eq. (1), τAB

F − τBA
F , is mainly related to the chromatic dis-

persion of fiber and the asymmetric delays of devices on the
optical path like optical amplifiers. It can be expressed as

(
τAB
F − τBA

F

) = D(λA − λB)L +
∑

i

�τi, (2)

where λA and λB are the wavelengths of transmitters, D is the
chromatic dispersion of fiber, L is the length of fiber link. �τ i
is the asymmetric delay of device i on the path. Though delay
difference caused by fiber dispersion can also be cancelled
by using the same wavelength in both directions, it will bring
out high backscattering noise. Therefore, slight difference in
wavelengths is preferred. The dispersion induced delay dif-
ference can be determined based on the measurement of the
wavelengths, length, and dispersion coefficient of fibers with
an error of tens picoseconds for several hundred kilometers
fiber.7 The bidirectional delay difference of optical devices
can be measured using several optical methods such as optical
precision reflectormeter with an error of a few picoseconds.

The propagation delay related to the cables and op-
tical components at the two stations (τA

MC, τB
MC, τA

T C, τB
T C,

τA
RC, τB

RC, τA
T , τB

T , τA
R , τB

R ) can be considered as constants
under stable ambient conditions and can be calibrated

through high-precision measurement in electric and/or opti-
cal domain.5, 7

The delay features of encoders and decoders depend
on the adopted implementation approach. If the delays of
encoders and decoders vary during operation, they should be
measured in real time at each station using TICs, calibrated
encoders/decoders, and/or high-resolution oscilloscopes as
mentioned in Refs. 6 and 7. We developed a dedicated codec
based on combinational logic circuits and mask methods,
which can accurately align the on-times of the time code
and 1PPS with a constant delay only related to the signal
propagation in the path circuits. Therefore, one only needs
to calibrate the constant delay of the codec off-line. The
configuration and operation of the time transfer system can
be significantly simplified.

A. The modified time code

The modified IRIG-B time code format is shown in
Fig. 2. Compared to the IRIG-B, the pulse-width coding rule
of the IRIG-B8 is kept while the bit rate is increased to 1 Mb/s
by compressing its index count interval (the time interval be-
tween the leading edges of two consecutive bits) from 10 ms
to 1 μs. The heightened bit rate is not only suitable for di-
rect transmission using commercial optical transceivers, but
also helps to efficiently suppress the effect of the Rayleigh
backscattering. This is because the Rayleigh backscattering
noise decreases with the increase of bit rate and approaches
the floor in the frequency range up to about 1 MHz due to
phase cancellation.9 The definition of the first 99 bits and the
last bit in the modified IRIG-B frame are the same as those in
the IRIG-B. They are used to carry the 1PPS flag, the time and
control information. The 1PPS flag is indicated by the leading
edge of the second “P” code in the reference mark composed
of two consecutive “P” codes, whose duration is 0.8 times the
index count interval. The 40 bits following the first 99 ones
are defined as time difference field to carry the measured time
difference between the local 1PPS signal and recovered ones.
The rest bits in the modified IRIG-B frame are reserved for
user defined information such as the calibrated and/or mea-
sured values on line. They are padded with “binary 1” pulses
of 50% duration if not used.

B. The time codec

The diagram of the dedicated codec implemented in a
FPGA is presented in Fig. 3. The coding module generates
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FIG. 2. The modified IRIG-B time code format.

a “non-Syn” time code upon the trigger of its working clock
after each on-time of the input 1PPS. The delay between the
on-time in the “non-Syn” time code and the input 1PPS varies
with the phase difference between the working clock and the
1PPS, which is changed with the fluctuation of the working
clock. In order to output a synchronized time code accurately
aligned to the input 1PPS with a constant delay, the position
of the leading edge of the second “P” code (on-time indica-
tor) in the “non-Syn” time code is adjusted by the following
combinational logic circuits using “mask,” “and,” and “or”
operations. In the decoder, the Ref. Mark identifier is used
to identify the reference mark in the received time code and
generate the mask signal accordingly. The “and” module per-
formances the “and” operation between the mask signal and
the received time code to output the synchronous 1PPS. The
parser is used to extract the time information carried in the
time frame according to the coding rule defined in Sec. II.

Fig. 4 shows the measured time differences between the
input 1PPS and the received 1PPS for different combinations
of encoders and decoders connected by an electrical cable.
The “syn” encoders and “syn” decoders indicate the ones
adopting the above dedicated implementation method. The
“nonsyn” encoders directly output nonsychronized time codes
from the coding module in Fig. 3. The “nonsyn” decoders
output a recovered 1PPS directly from the Ref. Mark iden-
tifier upon the trigger of the working clock after identifying
a reference mark in the received time code. In the test, the

FIG. 3. The schematic hardware structure of the codec.

working clocks (100 MHz) of the encoder and decoder are
from different clock sources. For the encoders, two cases are
compared. One uses a working clock locked to the clock gen-
erating the input1 PPS (the “nonsyn1” and “syn1”), while the
other uses a working clock locked to a unrelated clock (“non-
syn0”and “syn0”). One can see that both the combinations
of “nonsyn0-syn” and “nonsyn0-nonsyn” (see Fig. 4(a)) have
very large time difference fluctuations. The standard devia-
tions of the difference fluctuations are 2.89 ns and 4.09 ns, re-
spectively. The large time difference fluctuations are mainly
caused by the frequency drift of the working clocks relative
to the input 1PPS. The inset in Fig. 4(a) shows the detail of
the time difference fluctuations. A “periodic” time difference
fluctuation caused by the frequency drift of the working clock
can be observed obviously. It is reasonable since the rise edge
of the next period will be used as the trigger signal when the
fluctuation exceeds one period of the working clock. There-
fore, the peak to peak value of the fluctuation (9.99 ns) in
the “nonsyn0-syn” case is close to one period of the work-
ing clock (10 ns for the working frequency of 100 MHz).
The peak to peak fluctuation in the “nonsyn0-nonsyn” case,
19.69 ns, is almost doubled since both the encoder and de-
coder have time difference fluctuations caused by the fre-
quency drift of the working clocks. Observing the measured
results under the cases of the “nonsyn1-syn” in Fig. 4(b),
we can see that the time difference fluctuation can be re-
duced significantly by locking the working clock of the non-
synchronized encoders to the one outputting the input 1PPS.
The peak to peak and the standard deviations of the fluctuation
are reduced to 0.96 ns and 132 ps, respectively. Nevertheless,
the fluctuation is still noticeable and must be precisely mea-
sured in real-time in order to achieve a time transfer with pre-
cision better than 100 ps. Such issue is well addressed using
the proposed codec scheme. As shown in Fig. 4(b), the time
difference fluctuation of the “syn1-syn” combination is only
180 ps and 27 ps in terms of the peak-to-peak value and stan-
dard deviation, respectively. Even if the working clock of the
encoder is not locked to the 1PPS clock, low time difference
fluctuation still keeps. The measured peak-to-peak time dif-
ference fluctuation and its standard deviation under the “syn0-
syn” combinations are 180 ps and 29 ps, respectively, almost
the same as those under the “syn1-syn” combinations. The
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FIG. 4. (a, b) The measured time differences between the input and decoded 1PPS for different encoder-decoder combinations.

results indicate that the delay fluctuation of the synchronized
codec we implemented is insensitive to the drift of its working
clock and only related to the propagation delay fluctuations
in path circuits. Actually, the measured delay fluctuations in
our test include the contribution of the connecting cables and
the measurement noise of TICs (Stanford Research System,
SR620) besides that in path circuits. By taking into consider-
ation the fact that our measurements are performed in an ordi-
nary air-conditioning room, the propagation delay fluctuation
in the path circuits should be much lower than the measured
one and can be further improved by a more precisely ambient
control.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

An experimental setup of the two-way optic-fiber time
transfer system based on the proposed scheme in Fig. 1 is
built. The time codecs are implemented in FPGA chips (Al-
tera, Cyclone III). The small form-factor pluggable (SFP)
transceiver in C band for the dense wavelength division mul-
tiplexing (DWDM) transmission is adopted at each station.
The wavelength difference of 0.1 nm is intentionally selected
to suppress the influence of the backscattering noise and guar-
antee the symmetry of bidirectional transfer as possible at the
same time. The time difference between local 1PPS signal and
the recovered 1PPS signal is measured by SR620.

The measured unidirectional time differences (TBA
and TAB) and raw clock differences (TBA − TAB/2) of the time
transfer over 2 m and 100 km fiber are presented in Fig. 5,
respectively. In order to remove the effect of clock noise on
the measurement, the 1PPS from a common Rb clock (Sym-
metricom, 8040C) is input into the two stations at the same
time through a pulse distribution amplifier. There was no bit
error observed during the testing of time transfer over 2 m
fiber. The bit error rate (BER) of the 100 km fiber time trans-
fer is 8.1 × 10−6. Bit errors will cause error time differences
of larger than 1 s, which are easy to be identified and can be
omitted directly. The BER will lead to about only 10 such
errors in one day, which almost has no effect on the time
transfer. We can see that both the unidirectional time differ-
ences (TAB and TBA) and raw clock difference under 2 m fiber

have low fluctuations. This is because the ambient condition
(temperature and/or vibration) induced delay variation is very
small for such a short fiber. The calculated standard deviation
of the raw clock difference is less than 33 ps. Considering
that the bidirectional asymmetry of the 2 m fiber can be ne-
glected and the 1PPS transmitted by the two stations is from
a common clock, the raw clock difference and its fluctuation
should be mainly attributed to the asymmetry in the process-
ing and propagation circuit and the measurement uncertainty
of TICs. For the transfer over 100 km fiber, a fluctuation of
more than 10 ns (peak-peak) in each unidirectional propa-
gation delay can be observed since the temperature induced

FIG. 5. The measured time differences and raw clock differences when the
fiber is 2 m (top) and 100 km (bottom).
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FIG. 6. The stability (TDEV) of two-way time transfers over 2 m and
100 km fibers, respectively.

fluctuation increases almost linearly with fiber length.7 The
fluctuation of the raw clock difference, however, is still very
low, less than 36 ps in terms of standard deviation. This is be-
cause the bidirectional transfer on the same fiber link guaran-
tees the two unidirectional propagation delays (TAB and TBA)
having a consistent fluctuation trend (see Fig. 5(bottom)),
which is cancelled by the subtraction operation between the
two delays in the calculation of the row clock difference.

Fig. 6 shows the stability of two-way time transfer in
TDEV when the fiber is 2 m and 100 km, respectively. We
can see that the TDEV is always less than 35 ps at averag-
ing time from 1 s to 1 day and less than 2 ps at the averaging
time of about 1000 s for both 2 m and 100 km fiber links.
The degradation of the TDEV under 100 km fiber is mainly
due to the wavelength dependence of the ambient condition
(mainly temperature) induced variations. Since the tempera-
ture induced variation is a slow process, the degradation is
more significant at larger averaging time.

Fig. 7 shows the raw clock differences under different
fiber lengths. The average value and the standard deviation of
the raw clock difference at each fiber length are calculated us-
ing the measured time differences at the two stations in one
hour. From Eq. (1), the raw clock difference mainly contains

FIG. 7. The raw clock differences under different fiber lengths.

the accurate clock difference, the delay difference of bidirec-
tional fiber propagation, and the delay asymmetry of the pro-
cessing and propagation circuit at the two stations. Since our
test uses a common clock and the bidirectional delay differ-
ence of a short fiber is ignorable, the raw clock difference at
2 m fiber reflects the delay asymmetry of processing and prop-
agation circuit at the two stations. At longer fiber length, the
raw clock difference increases as the bidirectional fiber prop-
agation delay difference induced by the chromatic dispersion
enlarges. The wavelength difference between the two trans-
mitters adopted in the experiment is about 0.1 nm, see the in-
set in Fig. 7. The theoretical raw clock difference at each fiber
length is calculated and shown in the figure via estimating the
bidirectional delay difference of fiber propagation using the
typical dispersion coefficient of 17 ps/nm/km. As mentioned,
the raw clock difference measured at 2 m fiber is taken as the
delay asymmetry of processing and propagation circuit. We
can see that the averages of the measured raw clock differ-
ences are very closed to the theoretical ones at all fiber lengths
from 2 m to 100 km. The maximum deviation between them is
22 ps at 40 km. It means that the chromatic dispersion induced
time difference can be estimated precisely by theoretical for-
mula for the fibers upper to100 km.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, a high-precision two-way optic-fiber time
transfer scheme is demonstrated. The IRIG-B time code is
modified for direct transmission using commercial optical
communication transceivers without losing its merits. It can
also help to suppress the effect of the Rayleigh backscatter-
ing on SNR. A dedicated codec with low delay fluctuation
is implemented. It can simplify the system configuration and
operate without the requirement on real-time measurement of
the codec delays. The experimental verification over 2 m to
100 km fiber links is performed. The results show that the de-
lay fluctuation introduced by the combination of the dedicated
encoder and decoder is less than 27 ps in terms of standard
deviation. The stability of the time transfer over 100 km fiber
link using the proposed scheme is less than 35 ps in term of
TDEV at averaging time from 1 s to 1 day and can reach the
minimum value of about 2 ps. Next work includes the accu-
rate calibration of the system, and the extension of distance,
etc.
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